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l. Write each key signature in both clefs. (8 points)

r,

cil minor B Major A! Major bb minor Gl Major d minor E Major fil minor

2. Answer each question. (3 points)

a. Which key is enharmonic for Gf Major?

b. Which key is the parallel minor of D Major?

c. Which key is the relative minor of A Major

3. Write these scales, one octave. Do not use a key signature. (5 points)

Whole Tone beginning on A, ascending

f minor, melodic form, ascending and descending

Chromatic, beginning on D, ascending

bb minor, natural form, ascending

e minor, harmonic form, descending

4. What is the name for this mode? (Check the answer.) (l point)
Dorian Mode
Lydian Mode
Aeolian Mode
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5. Name each interval. Observe each key signature. (8 points)

6. Write a note above the given note to complete each interval. Observe the key signature. (8 points)

M2 45 A2

_4
fl diminished / E Maior 3 Ab Major 2 6half diminished 7

6
c minor 5

6
g diminished 5

8. Write Dominant Seventh chords in these keys. (6 points)

7. Write the following seventh chords. (6 points)

6
Ab Major:Y5

9. Write these chords.
(5 points)

b minor: Y7 d minor: Y7 E Major: Tz Bt Major: Yl f$ mino.: Yf
Determine whether to use the Major or minor key by the quality of the Roman Numerals.

-w66T!.4

10. Write these chords, using the Maior key for each example. (6 points)

(I of ii) ii (Y7.ofTV-) ru

I L Write counts under the notes for this rhythm. (4 points)

(Y ofvi)

- 

?

7,) I-]fr] rT ffiffi1
J tl

aJ

1 ) fit 1 nfr] IEt
)t) ) F}ad c
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12. Select the correct name for each musical term. (8 points)

a. Theme followed bv different versions of the theme

b. Recuning theme that returns between contrasting
theme,suchasABACABA

c. Music that is based on a particular succession
of pitches, rhythms, or dynamics that are

repeated over and over

d. Use of two keys or tonalities at the same time

e. The name for this nonharmonic tone:

f. Harmony based on combinations of the interval of a 4th

g. Compare the first two measures with the last
two measures. The compositional technique used in
this example is called:

Theme and Versions
Theme and Variations
Theme and Vigor
Theme and Varieties

Rococco
Rallentando
Rondo
Repeater

Serialism
Seriousness
Sostenuto
Suspension

Bivalve
Biological
Bikey
Bitonality

Suspension
Anticipation
Passing Tone
Lower Neighbor

Quartal Harmony

Quick Harmony

Quarter Harmony

Quiet Harmony

Retrofit
Retraction
Retrograde
Retum

Melodic Inversion
Melodic Intervention
Melodic Interest
Melodic Invention

tr h' Compare the first two measures with the last
two measures. The compositional technique used in
this example is called:
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13. Name each cadence. Write the name, not the Roman Numerals. (4 points)

14. Write Roman Numerals under the chords for this example. Be sure to write the Roman Numerals
for the circled chord in both D Major and A Major. (11 points)

D Major:

A Major:

15. What is the name for the circled chord in question 14? (l point) Pedal Point
Polonaise
Pivot Chord

16. Determine the time signature for this rhythm. (1. point)

Check the correct answer for each example. (10 points)

a. Which of these composers is from the Baroque Period?

17.

? 

- 

- 
- 

?

nrnJ-ffit IEffi,ffil rn,trl,ffi lJ lfi,b'll

b. Check the period in which Haydn and Diabelli lived.

Mozart
Shostakovich
Prokofiev
Telemann

Romantic
Contemporary
Baroque
Classical
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(17, continued.)

c. What is the name for this pattern,

and in which period was it
commonly used?

d. Check the dance from the Baroque Suite that has a Spanish
origin, is in triple meter, and is slow and dignified.

e. In which two historic
forms such as Sonata

periods did composers often use

Form?

Alberti Bass, Contemporary
Pedal Point, Romantic
Alberti Bass, Classical
Pedal Point, Classical

Sarabande
Gavotte
Minuet
Gigue

Romantic and Baroque
Classical and Contemporary
Baroque and Contemporary
Classical and Baroque

Romantic
Classical
Contemporary
Baroque

Lyric melodies and
descriptive titles
Polytonality
Frequent use of Sonata Form
Dance Suite

Classical
Contemporary
Baroque
Romantic

Obvious cadence points
Limited use of dynamic marks
Lyric melodies
Atonality

Corelli and Rameau
Clementi and Kuhlau
Liszt and Brahms
Bartok and Poulenc

f. In which period was figured bass ofti:n used?

g. Which of these characteristics is representative of the
Romantic Period?

h. Check the historic period in which Copland and Britten lived.

Which of these characteristics is common in music of the
Contemporary Period?

j. Which of these composers lived during the Romantic Period?
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Moderato

Answer these question about this music from a piece by Schubert. (14 points)

18. Name the key.

19. Define the tempo. (Give the English meaning.)

20. What term describes the rhythm used in the bass clefl

21 . Does this example begin on Tonic?

22. Name each circled chord with its Roman Numeral and fisured bass.

23. Name each boxed chord with its root and quality.

What fype of cadence ends the example in measures 7-8? (Give the
name, not the Roman Numerals.)

What is the enharmonic for the Blf used in measure 3?

Name another composer from the same historic period as Schubert.

a.

b.

c.

d.

l.

2.

J.

1AL1.

25.

26.
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The example on page 8 is from a Fugue by J.S. Bach.
(5 points)

Answer these questions about the fugue.

27. Check the term for each melodv.

a. From measures 1-5:

b. F?om measures 5-9:

28. Check the term for each description..

a. The beginning of the fugue to the first cadence, in which
all voices are introduced.

b. Section of a fugue that utilizes material from the subject
and countersubject, using devices such as sequence,
modulation, diminution, augmentation, inversion,
or stretto.

Subject
Exposition
Stretto
Countersubject

Episode
Countersubject
Answer
Subject

Countersubject
Answer
Exposition
Episode

Stretto
Episode
Exposition
Answer

Exposition
Countersubject
Episode
Answer

c. From measures 5-9:
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tr
AI

t^1
L:J

agio
tr

Largo llegro
tr

AAd

Answer these questions about this example from a Sonata by Beethoven. (23 points)

29. Whar is the minor key?

30. How else can the time signature be written?

31. Define each tempo used in the music. (3 points) Largo:

Allegro:

Adagio:
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32. What is the name for the ornament in measure 6?

33. What compositional technique is used in measures 2-3
(the bracketed section)?

34. What compositional technique is used in measures 8-10
(the bracketed section)?

35. Name each circled chord with its Roman Numeral and
figured bass.

36. Name each boxed chord with its root and quality.

37. Check the name for the nonharmonic tone used in measure 6.

-$eats-3-4.

38. This example is from the Exposition. How many themes
would you expect to find in the Exposition?

39. Name the other two sections of Sonata Form. (2 points)

40. This sonata has three movements. Check the most likelv
tempo for the second movement.

41. Check the most likely tempo for the third movement.

Passing Tone
Anticipation

Presto
Allegro
Adagio

Lento
Molto Adagio
Allegretto
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EAR. TRAINING EVALUATION

This is your Advanced Level ear training evaluation. Listen to each question and im musical example.
Mark y6ur answer. Each example will b-e played rwo cimes. (13 points)

l. Recognirion of rninor or atonality in a phrase.

mlnor *rorrd A

2. Recognition of intervals.

Ex. 1 minor 2nd Augmenred 2nd X
Ex.Z minor 7th Y Augmented 5th

Ex. 3 dimiriished 5th 

- 

Augmented 3rd X

3, Recognirion ofscventh chords.

Ex. i hd0diminished X diminished-

minor X

4. Recognition of a chord progression.

A. i v i m v (v) vi ii v' if, v i 
-B. i v i III III+ (IlI+) vl iv Y7 it v r X

5. Recognition of natural, harmonic, or melodic minor and whole tone scales.

Ex. 1 naruri.l 

- 

harnonic 

- 

melodic 

- 

whole tone K
Ex.2 natural 

- 

harmonic 

- 

melodic X.... whole tone 

-Ex. 3 ,r"trr*l X- harmonic 

- 

melodic 

- 

whole tone 

-
6. Recognition of a cadeirce.

Authentic Half

7. Recognition of texture.
\/

Homoohonic Polvphonic A

V-r,/\o- Kecognltron ot rner€r.

Ex.Z Dominant

j_

? ,i-. $ u*. X*
i
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